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ABSTRACT

This document describes how to manage automatic consolidation of license requirements for
software products in scenarios that mix “per device” and “per named user” licensing at the
same time.
Some commercial software suites (e.g. “MSDN”) are licensed “per user” and refer to users
while license requirements for software products that are included in suite are licensed “per
device” and thus referring to computers. Similar scenarios are with Client Access Licenses
(e.g. Exchange, SQL Server etc.) that are available with “per user” and “per device” flavors.
Although those scenarios are not very common for all organizations those that encounter
may struggle to find an efficient and accurate way to handle. Following pages describe a
step-by-step procedure to understand how to configure and use Matrix42 Workplace Management to accomplish.
Designated audiences for this content are technical administrators and tool consultants. The
procedure explained was elaborated with Matrix42 Workplace Management version 5.3 SP3.
Adaption to other versions may require specific adjustments or may not work.
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EXAMPLE SCENARIO

Commercial software suites grant the
Miccrosoft
Microsoft Office Ultimate
right to use other software products inMSDN
[per Device]
cluded to respective package without reUniversal
Microsoft Visio Professional
quiring further licenses. See simplified
[per User]
[per Device]
example used for this document’s solution
scenario on the right for explanation. Real
Microsoft Office Project Standard
MSDN suites contain additional software.
[per Device]
For resilient, complete and up-to-date
information about MSDN please turn to respective documentation published on Microsoft’s
website as well as your contracts with possible side agreements
Licenses for commercial suites like “MSDN” usually are granted to users. Whereas installed
copies of software products that are included will lead to license requirement records where
respective computer is consumer.
Configuration of suite composition is at respective software product record:

Screenshot 1: Suite definition of MSDN Universal defined with Software Product in Matrix42 Workplace Management

Best Practice of managing compliance with MSDN licenses is maintaining a group of dedicated users that are eligible to use corresponding license. This list is subject of compliance
reconciliation and may be reported to the respective software manufacturer.
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User “Pamela Riley” is eligible user of an “MSDN Universal” license.
She is principal user of two computers, W88160 and W82400 with following software products installed on each:





Office Ultimate 2007

(device based licensing)

Office Project Standard 2007

(device based licensing)

Visio Professional 2007

(device based licensing)

Respective license requirement records based on installed applications refer to respective
computer as “consumer”:

Screenshot 2: License Requirements for included software refer to computer

License requirements for MSDN Universal are created defining a user group containing all
authorized users. If you are not willing to manage this group within your Active Directory you
may create a non-AD (auxiliary) domain object and associate group with it.

Screenshot 3: AD Group to manage users authorized to use MSDN license
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Screenshot 4: Pamela Riley has been granted the right to use MSDN license being associated to corresponding AD Group

This user group is then associated to the relevant “MSDN” software product in “Network
Hosting” so system derives license requirements accordingly.

Screenshot 5: AD Group with authorized MSDN users is used as a source for automated compliance accounting

The system automatically maintains relevant license requirement records derived from this
group of user accounts. License requirements will be created for new members and license
requirements are deleted for members that have been removed from this group.
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Screenshot 6: License Requirement record for MSDN Universal for Pamela Riley

Software Product record of MSDN suite contains references to all software products that are
included to suite license:

Screenshot 7: Suite composition of MSDN Universal

At this point it is important to understand that license requirement record of MSDN Suite refers to a user and license requirement records for software products that are included in suite
refer to computers. Thus suite consolidation will not occur. Suite consolidation requires that
consumer of all relevant records (suite and included software products) target same consumer object. This is a known limitation of current implementation of Matrix42 Workplace
Management and be improved in a future release.
Fortunately there is a solution to work around this limitation.
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SETUP

Automating consolidation of a “named user” suite in a scenario where the license requirement accounts for a “user” requires that we create additional license requirements for all
“computers” of respective user.

Illustration 1:

License Requirements must be created (orange) for MSDN Universal referring to computers or authorized users

The easiest way to create those license requirements is to create a second AD Group
“MSDN User Devices”. It holds all computers to which the members of first AD Group “MSDN
Users” are assigned as “principal user”.
This second group is then added as another “Network Hosting” data source to software
product “MSDN Universal”.
It is highly recommended to create and use an internal domain for this device group in
case that standard domain is imported or synchronized with Active Directory.
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Screenshot 8: AD Group for computers of eligible MSDN users

Screenshot 9: List of Computers that belong to MSDN Users
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This list of relevant computers could be maintained manually or be automated with following
SQL Script (run by SQL Agent or Matrix42 Workplace Management GDIE Activation):
use M42STORE
/* Remove all current members of group ‘MSDN User Devices’ */
delete grps
from
SPSComputerClassBase cmp
inner join SPSComputerClassAD cad on cad.[Expression-ObjectID] = cmp.[Expression-ObjectID]
inner join [SchemaRelation-SPSComputerClassAD2SPSSecurityGroupClassAD] grps
on grps.MemberOf = cad.ID
inner join SPSSecurityGroupClassAD grp on grp.id = grps.Groups
where
grp.Name = 'MSDN User Devices'
/* Add all computers of principal users that are currently member of ‘MSDN Users’ group */
insert into [SchemaRelation-SPSComputerClassAD2SPSSecurityGroupClassAD] ( MemberOf, Groups )
select distinct cad.id as Groups, trggrp.ID as MemberOf
from
SPSComputerClassBase cmp
inner join SPSAssetClassBase ass on ass.[Expression-ObjectID] = cmp.[Expression-ObjectID]
inner join SPSUserClassBase usr on usr.id = ass.AssignedUser
inner join SPSAccountClassBase acc on acc.[owner] = usr.ID
inner join SPSComputerClassAD cad on cad.[Expression-ObjectID] = cmp.[Expression-ObjectID]
inner join SPSAccountClassAD ad on ad.[Expression-ObjectID] = acc.[Expression-ObjectID]
inner join [SchemaRelation-SPSSecurityGroupClassAD2SPSAccountClassAD] mbr
on mbr.Memberof = ad.ID
inner join SPSSecurityGroupClassAD srcgrp on srcgrp.id = mbr.Members
inner join SPSSecurityGroupClassAD trggrp on trggrp.Name = 'MSDN User Devices'
where
srcgrp.Name = 'MSDN Users'

It removes all current computer members of “MSDN User Devices” group and refills it with
current list of computers currently assigned to all members of “MSDN Users” group.
After the AD Group “MSDN User Devices” has been updated with relevant computers Matrix42 Workplace Management updates license requirements during “License Manager –
Data Processing” scheduled activation that usually runs over night.
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RESULTS

After setting up everything for extended consolidation and data processing has occurred situation is following:
1. License requirement for MSDN Universal has been created for user ‘Pamela Riley’.
2. License requirements for MSDN Universal have been created for Pamela’s computers
‘W84200’ and ‘W88160’ but consolidated due to “named user” license model and thus
not effectively accounted for license compliance.
3. License requirements for software products that are included with MSDN Universal for
Pamela’s computers ‘W84200’ and ‘W88160’ have been consolidated due to “suite” and
thus not effectively accounted for license compliance as well.
Effectively only one license requirement for MSDN Universal is accounted for license compliance – this is what we wanted to achieve.

Illustration 2: Resulting License Requirements and their consolidation path

License requirements for “MSDN Universal” have been created for user “Pamela Riley” and
for both computers where she is associated as principal user. Two of those license requirements have been consolidated (i.e. are not accounted for license compliance) while this is a
“named user” license model.
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Screenshot 10: License Requirements derived from two AD Groups with MSDN users and their associated devices

License requirements for all software products included with “MSDN Universal” license are
also consolidated (i.e. are not accounted for license compliance) with respect to license requirement record of same computer.

Screenshot 11: License Requirements of software included with MSDN are not accounted for compliance anymore

Screenshot 12: License Requirement for software product included and consolidated with respect to MSDN Universal
license requirement assigned to Pamela's computer
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Screenshot 13: License Requirement for MSDN Universal for Pamela's computer consolidated with respect to MSDN
Universal license requirement assigned to Pamela
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Described solution approach applies to similar scenarios where software products are being
entitled in a mix of “per device” and “per named user”, e.g. simultaneous use of “Device CAL”
and “User CAL” with computers and users as described below.
User “Kevin King” is associated with a license requirement for “Exchange User CAL” (based
on data source AD Group “User CAL”). His computers – as well as computer of other users –
are associated with license requirements for “Exchange Device CAL”.

Illustration 3:

License Requirements for "Exchange Device CAL" of Kevin's computers needs to be consolidated with
respect to "Exchange User CAL" associated with Kevin. Those records need to be created (orange).

Desired goal is to consolidate license requirements for “Exchange Device CAL” for computers associated to Kevin and effectively not account for license compliance.
According to scenario with “MSDN Universal” this can be accomplished by creating license
requirements for “Exchange User CAL” for all computers associated to Kevin and setup a
“suite” definition saying that “Exchange Device CAL” is included with “Exchange User CAL”.
This “suite” definition isn’t actually written in licensing terms but helps us to eliminate “Exchange Device CAL” from Kevin’s computers and account for “Exchange User CAL” instead.
Solving this scenario involves a second AD Group holding a list with all computers of users
that are associated with AD Group “User CAL”. With this group – associated with software
product “Exchange User CAL” the system maintains a list with license requirements for “Ex[15]
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change User CAL” for relevant computers. Subsequently they are automatically consolidated
with “Exchange Device CAL” due to “suite” and consolidated with “Exchange User CAL” due
to “named user”.

Illustration 4:

License Requirements "Exchange Device CAL" are being consolidated due to "suite" and "Exchange User
CAL" due to "named user" for Kevin's computers. Computers of other users remain unchanged.
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DISCLAIMER

This configuration blueprint is not part of standard setup of Matrix42 Workplace Management. It is therefore provided “as is” with no warranties and no recourse to general support.
Application of this blueprint to any live system should follow general recommendations to
prepare, implement and test on a dedicated test environment beforehand. A database backup prior to any change is recommended. We also strongly recommend applying this blueprint
solely by people technically trained and experienced with Matrix42 Workplace Management.
It also should be considered that application of this blueprint represents customizing that
extends standard product functionality of Matrix42 Workplace Management and thus will
need additional work to maintain and adopt it to future releases. In this regard we explicitly
emphasize that we do not commit ourselves to update and support this blueprint for future
releases of Matrix42 Workplace Management. Nevertheless we have the intention to support
underlying business use cases by standard functionality in the future.
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